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How the brain encodes time is poorly understood. New research on rats provides evidence that striatal
neurons encode time, and that the code can dilate or contract to time different intervals.
The brain is a time machine, of sorts. It

is always attempting to predict the future.

At this moment you are automatically

predicting the next word in this ... And

given the dynamic nature of the world,

the ability to tell time and process

temporal information is critical for motor

coordination, sensory processing, and

the ability to anticipate environmental

events.

Despite the fundamental importance of

timing to brain function, relatively little is

known about how the brain tells time on

the scale of milliseconds to seconds [1,2].

In this issue ofCurrent Biology, Mello et al.

[3] examine how the brain encodes time

on the scale of seconds to a minute. This

is the scale, sometimes referred to as

interval timing, on which animals time

their actions to prepare for expected
events. Rats, for example, learn to press a

lever at times that reflect timing of reward

availability [4]. Bees keep track of the

amount of time since they last extracted

pollen from a flower in order to optimize

foraging [5]. And humans automatically

anticipate when a traffic light will switch

from red to green.

Mello et al. [3] used a variant of the fixed

interval task, in which a reward becomes

available T seconds after the onset of a

trial, provided that the rat presses a lever.

The beginning of the trial was defined as

the time of the previous reward. T was

varied in a block fashion over intervals of

12 to 60 seconds. On a given trial, a rat

would generally start pressing the lever,

and continue to do so at a more or less

constant rate until given the reward.

Analysis of the mean press start times
within a block showed a progressive

increase from approximately 8 to

20 seconds, over the 12 to 60 second

fixed interval range. Thus, consistent with

previous results, rats adjusted the timing

of their actions according to the fixed

interval T.

Based on results of

electrophysiological, pharmacological,

lesion and imaging studies, the basal

ganglia is perhaps the structure that has

most strongly been implicated in timing

in the range of seconds [1,6]. For this

reason, Mello et al. [3] recorded from the

striatum during their serial fixed interval

task. Unlike in previous studies, the

behavioral design was devised to answer

a fundamental question about the nature

of the temporal code: is time encoded in

an absolute or relative fashion (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Relative versus absolute encoding of time.
The brain could encode time using an absolute or relative strategy. (A)Man-made clocks encode time in an
absolute fashion. A full revolution of a dial around the face of a clock always takes the same amount of
time, independent of the interval being timed. In the case of a neural ‘population clock’ — in which time
is encoded in the population of currently active neurons — an absolute code would mean that,
independent of the interval being timed, the same neuron is always active at the same time. (B) Under
relative timing, the dial of a man-made clock would complete a full revolution in 12 seconds when
timing a 12 second interval, or 24 seconds when timing 24 seconds. In the context of a neural code,
relative timing would mean the temporal response profile of neurons would dilate or contract according
to the interval being timed.
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Under an absolute strategy, the temporal

code would remain exactly the same,

independent of the interval being timed;

thus, more and more neurons would be

recruited as longer and longer intervals

are timed (Figure 1A). In contrast, under

the relative strategy, the same cells will

participate in encoding the different

intervals, but each cell will temporally

rescale its activity according to the

duration being timed (Figure 1B).

The results were clear: when neurons

were sorted according to when they fired

during the 12 second block, two-thirds of

them maintained their ordinal position

in the other four blocks (24, 36, 48 and

60 seconds), and their temporal tuning

was dilated to match the current block’s

interval. These results suggest that the

neurons are encoding relative time.

Importantly, during a trial it was possible

to decode the time based on the

population of active neurons within a

given time bin— that is, one could use the

pattern of activity within a trial as a ‘clock’,

and determine how long ago the trial

started. As expected, this ‘clock’ should

run slow or fast during block transitions.

During a transition from a 60 second to a

12 second block, one would expect a

relative clock to run slow; indeed during

the first trial of a 12 second block, the

decoder generally read out 6 seconds at

the 10 second time point.

A recurring concern in studies

demonstrating the presence of neural

codes for time is whether the activity

reflects ongoing motor patterns, as

opposed to time per se. That is, if an

animal is reproducibly engaging in a

specific behavior, it is possible that the

observed neural code could be driven by

(or driving) motor activity. To address this

issue, Mello et al. [3] focused on one of

themost salient motor responses during a

trial: the first lever press. The firing rate of

40% of the units that exhibited relative

timing was significantly modulated by the

first lever press. The firing rate of many

of these neurons was further dependent

on the relative time of the first lever

press — for example, a neuron might fire

robustly on a trial in which the first lever

press occurs late in relative time (that is,

in relation to T), but not early in relative

time. Such neurons, in a sense, contained

multiplexed information about time and a

motor action (and thus were not encoding

‘pure’ relative time).
Given the known role of the striatum

in motor actions, and the increasing

evidence that neurons encode multiple

dimensions in a nonlinear fashion [7–9],

such ‘multiplexing’ is to be expected.

Furthermore, it is important to emphasize

that, even if the responses were well

predicted by motor state, it does not

necessarily follow that these neurons are

not timing neurons, because generating

well timed motor sequences is itself a

timing task that ultimately must be

controlled by central neural circuits. Mello

et al. [3] provide additional evidence that

the striatum is not simply involved in the

motor aspects of the task, by showing

that pharmacological inhibition of striatal

activity impaired the correlation between

press start time and the interval of the

block (but the animals still continued to

lever press). This suggests that the

striatum may be causally involved in

timing of this fixed interval procedure.

Theoretical and experimental studies

have proposed a number of different
Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4, 2015 ª
neural mechanisms that could underlie

timing, including: monotonically ramping

neurons that integrate activity from a

pacemaker or tonic input [10,11]; neurons

that detect the beats of a population

of oscillators that fire at different

frequencies [12,13]; or a dynamically

changing population of active neurons—

sometimes referred to as a population

clock [14,15]. The new results of Mello

et al. [3] appear to bemost consistent with

the notion of a simple population clock in

which a sequential chain of active

neurons encodes time. One key question

is what are the mechanisms driving this

pattern. On much shorter time scales,

such patterns have been proposed to

arise from the dynamics with local

recurrent circuits [16,17]. It seems

improbable that the dynamics necessary

to elicit such a temporal code is a product

of local computations occurring within the

striatum; striatal neurons are GABAergic,

and thus unlikely to sequentially drive

each other. Nevertheless, it is possible
2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R375
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that feedback inhibition within the

striatum could generate a population

clock in response to tonic input from the

cortex — this scenario would parallel the

model of timing in the cerebellum in which

the negative feedback of the Golgi

cells generates a time-varying neural

trajectory in response to tonic input

[18] — this cerebellar model, however,

focuses primarily on subsecond timing.

Independent of the mechanisms,

the neural responses would appear to

be well represented as a population of

sequentially activated neurons— forming,

in essence, a series of temporal basis

functions. It is not yet clear, however,

if the population response is indeed best

explained as a sequence of active

neurons, each with a single temporal

response field. First, on closer analyses

it may prove to be the case that some

neurons exhibit multi-peaked ‘time fields’.

Second, 32% of the neurons did not

maintain their ordinal position over the

different intervals, leaving open the

possibility that relative and absolute

temporal codes could be multiplexed.

Additionally, it remains unclear whether

the ‘relative’ neurons would encode time

in the samemanner during a different task

or context.

Nevertheless, the new study by Mello

et al. [3] is the first to provide clear

evidence for a relative code for timing on

the seconds to minute scale. The most

fascinating question raised is how this is

accomplished. How does a population of

neurons temporally contract or dilate their

responses? At the population level we can

think of the firing pattern as a trajectory

in N-dimensional space — where

N corresponds to the number of recorded

neurons. Thus, a relative temporal code

corresponds to traveling along the same

(or similar) trajectory at different speeds.

In principle the simplest way to achieve

such a rescaling is to scale the time

constant of the neurons in circuits [19].

There is, however, little evidence that such

a mechanism is physiologically plausible.

Another possibility is that tonic inputs

or neuromodulators effectively control the

dynamics of the circuits in a manner that

scales the speed of the neural trajectory.

Because rats can robustly rescale their

motor behaviors, and humans can easily

rescale the speed with which they speak

or play a musical piece, future studies

will have to determine not only how the
R376 Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4
brain encodes time, but how it does so

in a flexible manner that allows for time

dilation and contraction.
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A pool of proliferating germline stem cells is essential for gamete
production in Caenorhabditis elegans. A new study applies
sophisticated live imaging to assess mitotic progression and cell
cycle control in these cells, yielding new insights into stem cell division.
Stem cells have the remarkable ability to

both self-renew and to differentiate into

specialized cell types. In adults, pools of

stem cells are crucial for maintaining
certain tissues, providing a means to

replenish cells when needed. Sustaining

a balance between self-renewal and

differentiation is critical for tissue
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